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Botanco is a mechanical plant pot that moves following a 
biological clock. The idea of Botanco is to deliver the mes-
sage of a regular work-rest routine and encourage people 
to follow their own natural routines. 
Introduction Video: https://youtu.be/E3doCkME6g4



In the past, people work and rest according to the natural 
routine of sunlight. However, nowadays, electronic devices 
have kept people awake even in the late hours of the night. 
Irregular routines and the behavior of staying up late has 
caused more and more serious health problems in both 
physical and psychological aspects. 

Background
Irregular bedtime routines might 
cause serious health problems.

My inspiration comes from the natural routine of plants: plants "work" 
at day - perform photosynthesis, and "sleep" at night - engage in most  
activities related to growth and metabolism. There is an internal clock 
inside plants that guides them to follow their Circadian Rhythm.

I came up with the idea to design an electronic flower that imitates the 
movements of plants according to a biological clock. Instead of looking at 
the clock to tell the time, people can look at this electronic flower and tell 
whether it is time to work or rest. Besides, the flowerpot can function as 
both a cell phone holder and a night light, being an innovative and engaging 
sleeping companion. 

Inspiration
Plants have their own internal clocks.

Concept Storyboard
Plant, clock, and night light.

AnxietySmart phone addict

Stay up lateInsomnia

1. During sunset, the plant closes its petals 
to a resting postion.

2. The resting plant reminds the user that 
it's time to sleep.

3. Before going to bed, user can set the 
wake-up time for tomorrow.

4. The plant pot functions as both a phone 
holder and a night light.

5. During sunrise, the plant blossoms. 6. User wakes up in the morning with 
alarm music and a fully blossomed plant.
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The open-and-close movements of the flower 
follows the biological clock

The warm and subtle night light would 
accompany user while one is sleeping

The plant pot can hold the phone at night, 
encouraging people to stay away from 
their phone and have a good sleep
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Sketch Idea Coding TestingPrototyping

Breathing Curve

p5.js Code

When the cell phone is placed under the 
pot, it becomes a light source that provides 
subtle yellow light at night. The effect of the 
breathing night light is realized in p5.js.
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To realize the mechanical flower that would move according to time, LEGO bricks are used as the building 
blocks for prototyping. The key to the open-close mechanism of the petals is rotation. In particular, the rotation 
is controlled by a micro-controller (Arduino UNO) and a rotating LEGO servo.

Instead of attaching an extra LED light to Botanco, I decided to keep it simple and used the cell phone to be 
the source of light. The warm yellow night light would follow a breathing rhythm, as if this mechanical flower is 
breathing at night.  

Process - 01 Process - 02
Mechanics. Breathing Night Light.



Keeping the idea of being away of digital devices, the 
number of interfaces is reduced to one - the most important 
time setting page.

A possible direction in future improvement is to develop a 
more natural and organic way to inform the user's sleeping 
data, instead of giving out cold data and curves.

In addition to the physical elements (mechanical flower and night light), some app interfaces are designed to better 
realize Botanco's function as a sleeping companion. Originally there were many functions added such as detecting sleep 
data and the health status of the user. However, keeping the "less is more" design principle in mind, the ultimate app 
interface is reduced to only one time-setting page.

Final ProductionUI Design

Wireframe High-Fidelity UI
The main principle of the UI design is to keep a natural 
and simple interface, while lessening the usage of 
literal or numerical elements.

The Next Step

Final Design Details

Scenarios

Set the exact time of 
resting or waking up

Set the bedtime 
routine through 
sliding the circle

Background: sky color 
according to sunlight 
in different times


